
Herz Music Box Co. Price List

effective date: Jan 1 2022

Movements:

All movements have a 13 inch comb and cylinder and double spring “longue marche” long 

playing springmotor. These prices are for bare movements which must be installed in a case. 

Case prices are given below.

12/62 (12 tune, 61 teeth) ........................................................................................ $7,385.00

8/92 (8 tune, 92 teeth) ............................................................................................ $8,230.00

6/122 (6 tune, 122 teeth) ......................................................................................... $10,050.00

Cases:

Simple cherry case .......................................................…......................................…  $665.00

(Solid cherry case; pine soundboard; cherry lid; fixed glass pane over movement;

winding handle in holder included) 

Traditional marquetry case .................................................................................… $1,275.00

(Veneered lid with marquetry; ebonized interior; traditional hand painted faux

rosewood case with lock; framed and hinged glass inner lid, pine soundboard) 

Custom marquetry, custom veneering, banded cases, domed lid, etc.  ......... to be quoted



Options:

Spiral pinning mechanism ......................................................….....................…. $2,375.00

(for uninterrupted play of multi-minute tune arrangement)

Tune indicator ......................................................................…..................…......... $285.00

(indicating needle on scale to show which tune is being played)

“Fat” cylinder ...............................................................….................................. $1,425.00

(large diameter cylinder allowing the playing of uninterrupted arrangements up to two

minutes in length)



Herz Music Box Co. Price List for Conversion of Musical Box

Movements to Custom tune program

effective date: January 1 2022

price includes manufacture of a custom cylinder and re-tuning and resetting of the comb. 

Price does not include the cost of the original movement which can be provided by the 

customer or sourced by Herz Music Box Co.

Adaptation of 18 tooth movement ......…....….............…………………………………............ $490.00

Adaptation of Sankyo 30 tooth movement ...................................…........................... $765.00

Adaptation of Reuge of Switzerland 36 tooth movement .......…...…........................... $815.00

Adaptation of Sankyo 50 tooth movement .........................…......…...…......…............ $1010.00

Adaptation of Sankyo 72 tooth movement ..........................…..…........................….. $1,275.00

Adaptation of Herz 92 tooth movement ..................................................................... $825.00

(assistance in obtaining rights to copyrighted compositions, transcription of sheet music and 

musical arranging services, if needed, are billed separately.)


